


An open-source volcano oriented-GIS 
that offers the possibility 

to analyze, model and visualise
different volcano-related

available data in a user-friendly
high-resolution visualisation environment.



Why are you developing another
Geographic Information System 

when others softwares are available?

Is it only because it is free? 





gVSIG
Whitebox GAT
SAGA GIS
GRASS GIS
MapWindow
ILWIS
GeoDa
uDig
OpenJump
Diva GIS
FalconView
OrbisGIS

Which is the novelty?



1. Open source;

2. Analyse / Model / Visualise;

3. Real 3D environment;

4. 4D analysis;

5. It is volcano-oriented.



The core

First results

The tools

Future implementation



An open source language and it uses a 
simplified syntax and a graphics user 
interface.

Language Mode:
- Processing.R
- Processing.J

Libraries:
- Computation Geometry
- GicentreUtils

Open source.



VOLGIS



Analyse / Model / Visualise



GRID SUBDIVISION











Z

EARTHQUAKES VISUALIZATION



Grid Subdivision



Grid Subdivision



Grid Subdivision



Grid Subdivision



EARTHQUAKES DENSITY ANALYSIS















IMPORT MAPS (STEREO VS ORTHO)



























“In the case of bedding planes, contours, triangulated irregular network 
(TIN) the surface elevation isn't an independent variable, so these 

system are best defined as quasi-3D or 2.5D systems, which can accept 
only single elevation value for any surface at any given location.” 

- A.K. Turner

Real 3D environment

Guardo and De Siena 2017



● MC is an algorithm of surface reconstruction and generation of 3D 
meshes defining a spatial volume (Lorensen and Cline, 1987).

● Used in medical imaging for reconstructing the surface of various 
organs from magnetic resonance tomography.

Others applications: 
pharmacology, chemistry, geophysics, and meteorology. 

New algorithms allow to generate MC surfaces interactively.

MARCHING CUBES (MC) ALGORITHM



ISOSURFACE GENERATION MC ALGORITHM



















CROP BOX – DETAIL ANALYSIS
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4D Analysis
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First results



DATA



METHOD



ANALYSIS



RESULTS



• Create a module to import the shapefile;
• Integration tomography codes (i.e. Qc, MuRAT, LOTOS);

• Ash dispersion model (ATLAS) 3D – 4D.

We are looking for collaborators!

If you have ideas or suggestions, please
send an email to volgis@robertoguardo.eu

FUTURE IMPLEMENTATIONS


